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10 YEARS OF CONFIDENCE
We stand behind what we build. Period. 

Our vehicles are backed with a 10-year/100,000-mile Powertrain Limited 

Warranty,7 a 5-year/60,000-mile fully transferable New Vehicle Limited Warranty, 

a 7-year/100,000-mile Anti-Corrosion/Perforation Limited Warranty and 5-year/

Unlimited Miles Roadside Assistance.

Like our cars, we intend to serve you well for many years to come with some of the 

most comprehensive warranties in the industry.

2020 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE CROSS

 (7) All coverage terms are from the original in-service dates and are applicable only to the original owner of new, retailed models 
purchased from an authorized Mitsubishi dealer. Subsequent owners receive the balance of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty of 5 
years/60,000 miles. See retailer for limited warranty and roadside assistance terms and conditions. (8) Forward Collision Mitigation, Lane 
Departure Warning and Auto High Beam are now standard on SE, SEL and SEL Touring package. 



SMALL BATCH. BIG DEAL.
By thinking small, we came up big with the 2020 Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross.

Attention to detail. Precision engineering. Versatility and value. These are all 
the qualities you will find in the 2020 Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross. We combined a 
meticulously crafted interior with outstanding performance and award-winning 
safety features to bring you a crossover vehicle that is a pleasure to drive. And even 
though it may be smaller in size, there’s plenty of interior space.

Mitsubishi’s Advanced Safety Features are now standard,8 including Forward 
Collision Mitigation, Blind Spot Warning, Rear Cross Traffic Alert and Lane Departure 
Warning.

For more grip on the road, 2WD with Active Yaw Control (AYC) is now standard 
across all models. For those who adventure on all terrains, the Super All-Wheel 
Control (S-AWC) offers exceptional stability and handling at the push of a button.

MITSUBISHI CONNECT offers real-time vehicle updates, remote services and an 
array of safety and emergency services. MITSUBISHI CONNECT is available with a 
two-year trial subscription in the SE and SEL models.

We didn’t build the 2020 Eclipse Cross for everyone. We built it just for you.



2020 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE CROSS

CHOOSE YOUR 
ADVENTURE

COLOR

The Eclipse Cross effortlessly combines striking design with advanced technology. 
Inspired by an athlete crouched in a starting position, its vibrant and defiant styling 
stands out in any crowd, while its innovative features put the latest tech right at 
your fingertips      — literally.

DESIGN

Every detail of the 2020 Eclipse Cross is crafted for confidence-inspiring driving. 
The exterior’s sharp, sculpted lines give it a strong stance. Dynamic design that 
captivates is the Mitsubishi standard. 

STYLE
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The Eclipse Cross offers a wide range of trim levels, styles, options, packages and 
accessories with many standard features like a 7” Touchscreen with Bluetooth® 
and a 1.5L direct-injection turbo engine. So, while choosing the Eclipse Cross is easy, 
picking the trim level might be difficult. We think small but we give you a big choice.

ES 1.5 SE 1.5LE 1.5 SEL 1.5

CHOOSE YOUR 
ADVENTURE

With Optional Front Crash

Prevention + Specific Headlights.

(4) The Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM)/Pedestrian Detection (PD) system and the Forward Collision Mitigation with High-
Speed Braking Capability (FCM-HSB) system are driver aids only and are not substitutes for safe and careful driving. Under certain 
circumstances, the systems may not detect other vehicles and/or pedestrians correctly. (5) The Blind Spot Warning (BSW) system, Lane 
Change Assist (LCA) system, and Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) system are driver aids only and are not substitutes for safe and careful 
driving. Under certain circumstances, the systems may not detect other vehicles correctly. (6) The Lane Departure Warning (LDW) system 
is designed to read the lane marks under certain conditions. It is not a collision avoidance system and is not a substitute for safe and 
careful driving.



1.5L Direct-Injection 
Turbo Engine

7” Touchscreen Display Audio 
System with Bluetooth® 
Wireless Technology

Rearview Camera

LED Running Lights and 
Combination Tail Lights

ES features PLUS:

18” Black Alloy Wheels

Exclusive Black Front Grille 
and Side-View Mirrors

7” Smartphone-link Display 
Audio System with Touchpad 
Controller, plus Apple 
CarPlay™ and Android Auto™

Heated Front Seats  

LE features PLUS:

MITSUBISHI CONNECT with 
Two-Year Safeguard and 
Remote Services Trial

Forward Collision Mitigation 
System with Pedestrian 
Detection (FCM)4

Lane Departure Warning System6

Automatic High Beam (AHB)

Fast-Key Passive Entry with 
Push Button Start

2WD or S-AWC 2WD or S-AWC 2WD or S-AWC
ES 1.5 LE 1.5 SE 1.5

SMARTPHONE-LINK DISPLAY
 + APPLE CARPLAY™

& ANDROID AUTO™

ADVENTURE-READY
& BUDGET-FRIENDLY

MULTI-VIEW 
CAMERA SYSTEM



SEL features PLUS:

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

Forward Collision Mitigation 
with High-Speed Braking 
Capability (FCM-HSB)4

710W Rockford Fosgate® 
Premium Audio System 
with 9 Speakers

Power Panoramic Sunroof 
with Roof Rails

Heated Steering Wheel 
and Heated Rear Seats

2WD or S-AWC 2WD or S-AWC

PANORAMIC
SUNROOF

2WD or S-AWC

SE features PLUS:

LED Headlights

Leather-Appointed 
Seating Surfaces

Head-Up Display

Multi-View Camera System

Power Driver’s Seat

SE 1.5 SEL 1.5 TOURINGSEL 1.5

SE features PLUS:

Power Panoramic Sunroof 
with Roof Rails

DUAL PANORAMIC 
SUNROOF

FCM + HIGH-SPEED 
BRAKING

ROCKFORD FOSGATE 
SPEAKERS



Count on a stimulating drive on city streets and off the beaten path with available 
Super All-Wheel Control (S-AWC). Mitsubishi’s advanced four-wheel control system 
helps to ensure stable and responsive handling for all types of roads and driving 
conditions. Through rain, snow and gravel, S-AWC has improved traction for 
wherever your travels lead you. 

The 1.5L direct-injection turbo engine offers an impressive 184lb–ft of torque, giving 
you that “off the line” feeling. Coupled with the standard CVT (Continuously Variable 
Transmission) with 8-speed Sport Mode, the Eclipse Cross boasts responsive and 
quick acceleration.

(1) EPA mileage estimate. Actual mileage may vary. Eclipse Cross ES 1.5T 2WD is 26 city / 29 highway / 27 combined, and EPA mileage 
estimate for Eclipse Cross ES 1.5T S-AWC is 25 city / 28 highway / 26 combined. Eclipse Cross LE 1.5T S-AWC, SE 1.5T S-AWC, and SEL 1.5T 
S-AWC are 25 city / 26 highway / 25 combined. (2) Apple CarPlay™ and Siri® are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. (3) Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android compatible 
smartphone running Android™ 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Google, Android, Android Auto and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC.

PERFORMANCE
SUPER ALL-WHEEL CONTROL

1.5L DIRECT-INJECTION TURBO ENGINE

CITY HIGHWAY COMBINED
26 29 27
FUEL ECONOMY1
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SAFETY

The Forward Collision Mitigation (FCM) system and Foward Collision Mitigation with 
High-Speed Braking Capability (FCM-HSB) system determine if a frontal collision 
with a vehicle or pedestrian is imminent. If so, they warn the driver with audible and 
visual signals, and automatically apply moderate to emergency braking to prevent 
or reduce the severity of the collision.4

FORWARD COLLISION MITIGATION

The Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)  system detects a vehicle approaching from 
either side while you’re backing up. The warning lights on both side mirrors will 
blink, a buzzer will sound to alert you, and a warning message will appear on the 
information screen.5

REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT

BLIND SPOT WARNING AND LANE CHANGE ASSIST
Together, the Blind Spot Warning (BSW) and Lane Change Assist (LCA) systems alert 
you when a vehicle is in or approaching your blind spot. When a vehicle is traveling in 
the detection areas, a warning light will illuminate in the corresponding side mirror. 
If your turn signal is on, the warning light on the corresponding mirror will blink and 
the system will beep three times to alert you that it is unsafe to change lanes.5

The Lane Departure Warning (LDW) system uses an onboard camera to monitor lane 
position in front of the vehicle and alert the driver audibly and visually if it detects 
the vehicle leaving its lane unintentionally.6

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING 



SMARTPHONE-LINK DISPLAY AUDIO SYSTEM

MITSUBISHI CONNECT

The available 7-inch HD Smartphone-link Display Audio system is compatible with 
Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™. CarPlay® is the smarter, safer way to use your 
iPhone® to access Apple Music® and Maps, send messages, and make calls with Siri® 
or the car’s touchscreen. Android Auto™ delivers safety and convenience with larger 
touch targets, a simplified interface and Google Assistant to minimize distractions 
so you can stay focused on the road.2,3

TECHNOLOGY

MITSUBISHI CONNECT is a group of 
innovative services for your driving 
safety and convenience. Available 
with a two-year trial subscription 
in SE and SEL models, Safeguard Services and Remote Services can be accessed 
through on-board buttons, the MITSUBISHI CONNECT app, GoogleHome and Amazon 
Alexa.

Safeguard Services enable you to get the help you need as soon as possible. Those 
services include emergency assistance through the SOS button in the overhead 
console and an immediate call from a customer care advisor in the event of a 
detected collision. Remote Services allow you to monitor and control your car easily 
with the smartphone app. Pre-warm or cool the vehicle, turn headlights on/off, 
unlock/lock doors and more — from wherever you are.
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